
WISEid, WISEstaff Release Notes 6/27/23 

  

WISEid Updates 
WISEid: Add Resolve Duplicates Data to Person Change History  
DPI can only access 'Resolve Duplicate' incidents for a specific WISEid through the 
Person Change History screen, so this information has been added to this screen.  

WISEid: Create Change Request for Middle Name Deletion in UI (Testing)  
We currently are testing a new function for middle names with Change Requests: If 
a district user wants to delete a middle name on the user screen, which Change 
Request is advanced on to DPI Customer Services Team (CST) to review. 
Previously, when this type of Change Request was completed, a message appeared 
to the user, asking them to email CST to get this middle name updated. We will 
keep you informed of when this function goes into production.  

WISEid:' Upload Job Stuck' Email Alert  
DPI will now get an email alert if the WISEid/WISEstaff upload queue ever gets 
stuck, allowing us to fix the queue as soon as possible. Previously, we relied on end 
users to report issues.  
 

WISEstaff Updates 
WISEstaff: Public Aggregate Staff Report Add Year  
We have added a 'year' filter on the "Public Aggregate Staff Report - 
Subcontracted" within the Reports Menu on WISEstaff. This feature was missing 
on reports and downloads for the public staff report.  

WISEstaff: Archive Contracts and Assignments Job Not Working  
For performance reasons, DPI only keeps three years of WISEstaff Contracts and 
Assignments in the system. This archive job is set to run every year. We discovered, 
however, that the archive function was broken, and the archive did not occur as 
expected. This resulted in WISEstaff performance issues because there were too 
many years of data in the system. This has been resolved.  
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